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LUXURY CANVAS TENTS & DOMES



GEODESIC  DOME
Geodesic Dome are essentially has crisscross (triangular) poles to help support the basic shape and 

minimize the amount of unsupported fabric and encloses large volume interior space. 

This makes our DOME tents more suitable for use in all weather conditions…
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PRODUCT FEATURE

SPHERICAL MATERIAL

FRAME WORK MATERIAL 

WIND RESISTANCE 

PRODUCTION CYCLE

LIFE CYCLE

CUSTOMIZATION

INSTALLATION
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PVC | TRANSPARENT PVC 

GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE

> 60mph

2WEEKS 

PVC 8yrs – STEEL 20yrs

SUPPORTED

3-4 DAYS



• Reinterpreting Glamping – a geodesic dome
tent the most spatially efficient shape in
architecture, it can withstand winds of up to
60 mph as the force is spread evenly across
the structure whilst even providing enough
height for a six-foot person to stand
comfortably inside.

• The extremely efficient design has allowed
the tent to weigh less and comprise of
3dimentional framework structured main
poles and the equator for fast and easy
assembly and storage.

• The outdoor gear company has also
considered a water-resistant dual-layered
exterior skin for their incredibly strong and
sturdy tent to endure whatever mother
nature has to throw at it.
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PRODUCT FEATURE 02
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CUSTOMIZATION
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CUSTOMIZATION 02



KIDS CLIMBING FRAME 

All weather & rust-resistant
powder-coated steel frame.
Sturdy construction keeps it
securely anchored to the
ground, providing your child
with a safe play area. Suitable
for ages 3 to 9 years. Can hold
up to 150-200KGs of weight (a
combined weight of up to 3-5
children roughly 45kg each)

GEODESIC DOME HOME

Not so usual, yet common:

Geodesic Dome houses are the
solutions to nature’s designs. It
might sound weird owning a
dome house, Isn’t it? Well, it is
not. Now that we are diving
deeper into scientific theories
and hi-fi technology, it is
possible to own and reside in
one.

GREENHOUSE DOMES

Greenhouses Great choice for
those looking for a unique place
for gardening. They are convenient
since they can be transformed into
arbors or orangeries. They come
with open windows, special doors
and ventilation chambers. We can
build simple tent-covered
greenhouses for traditional
gardening or luxurious orangery
glass glasshouses for harmonious
relaxation surrounded by plants.

CORPORATE DOMES

Event Domes become the hit of
every trade show, convention,
product launch. The portability and
quick installation make corporate
event domes a perfect choice for
promotional tours. Find out for
yourself why businesses large and
small turn to event Domes for their
marketing and event needs. We
can created custom domes for any
kind of events. Let us make your
event dreams come true!
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POSSIBILITES



• Strong And Durable: These structures are a lot more stronger and durable than the normal box
shaped structures. They are highly resistant to natural elements such as fire, water, and wind and
hence are not affected much by their damaging influence even over extended time periods.

• Energy Efficient: The dome shaped structures generally do not require much internal support
which makes them suitable for implementation of diverse floor plans. Since these structures are
extremely tight, they help to conserve the heart and airflow inside the structure with minimal
efforts and thus help in reducing the energy bill by a significant amount.

• Minimum Maintenance: These structures require minimal maintenance mainly due to the fact
that they are least affected by the various natural elements. Even the minimal maintenance tasks
required are quite easy to carry out and do not involve any major restricting or replacement of
different elements. This however, does not affect the strength or lifespan of these structures and
the owners are able to recover the construction costs within just 15-20 years.

• Cost Effective: The construction cost of these structures a lot lower than the regular box shape
buildings. In addition, the low energy bills and maintenance costs also help the owners to save
money. Moreover, the insurance rates are also significantly lesser for such structures which
makes them even more cost effective in the long run
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ADVANTAGES
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APPLICATION SCENARIOS
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APPLICATIONS
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APPLICATIONS
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APPLICATIONS
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APPLICATIONS



GET IN TOUCH
INFO@VANTAGEV.IN

HTTPS://WWW.VANTAGEV.IN

+91 9008 940 940


